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BY
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1. Introduction. We consider a function/(z) which is meromorphic and

not rational in the domain |z| <i?_j °o. Let a be any complex number, in-

finity not excluded. A zero of/(z) —a, when a-^ °°, or a pole of/(_) when a = °o,

will be called an a-point of /(_). In the standard notation^) w(r, a)

= nir, 1/if—a)) is the number of a-points of /(z) within and on the circum-

ference |z| =r, multiple a-points being counted with their order of multiplic-

ity. Further

/        1    \       rr nil, a) — «(0, a)
-V(r, a) = N[r,-) =- dt + «(0, a) log r;

\    f — a/      J o /

Nir, oo ) = Nir,f).

We adopt the plane as opposed to the spherical definition of mir, a), namely

mir, a) =mlr,-1 = — I
\   f — a)      2wJo

2 TV 1

and

Then

fire^) — a

1   r2r

(r, oo) = mir, f) = — log+ | /(««♦) | ¿*.
¿T J 0

d<i>

Tir) = Tir, f) = mir, f) + Nir, f)

is Nevanlinna's characteristic for the function /(.) and, for any complex a,

Tir) = mir, a) + Nir, a) +0(1).

The deficiency 5(a) of the value a is defined by the equation

mir, a) Nir, a)
5(a) = lim inf- = 1 — lim sup-■ •

t=r       Tir) T=R        Tir)

Plainly 0_=5(a) — I. A value a is said to be deficient if ô(a) >0.

Presented to the Society, September 10, 1948; received by the editors April 23, 1948.

(') The general reference for the theory is to R. Nevanlinna's two standard books: (i)

Théorème de Picard-Borel et la Théoriedes Fonctions Méromorphes, Gauthier-Villars, 1929, cited

hereafter as F.M.; (ii) Eindeutige Analytische Funktionen, Springer, 1936, cited as E.A.F.
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The upper (or Valiron)i2) deficiency of the value a is defined by

mir, a)                      _      Nir, a)
Aid) = lim sup- = 1 — lim inf-■

r-K Tir) r=R 7»

from which it follows that

0 = hid) = A(a) ^ 1.

For any function/(z) having Tir) = Tir, f) unbounded, deficiency of either

type is an exceptional property(3). For such a function, and we shall confine

ourselves exclusively to such functions, the distribution of a-points is

anomalous if A(a) >0; and a fortiori if 5(a) >0. A value a for which A(a) >0

we call an exceptional value and a value for which A(a) =0 a normal valued)

oifiz).
The study of exceptional values may be pursued from either of two points

of view. We may study a whole category of exceptional values, for example

the set of deficient values, or we may fix our attention upon an individual

exceptional value and investigate its properties. The purpose of this paper is

to make a contribution to the study of individual exceptional values. Theorems

of a limited character bearing on this problem have been known from the

inception of the Nevanlinna theory. These have taken the form of sufficiency

conditions for A(a) =0 with, as corollaries, necessary conditions for A(a) >0.

Denote by 5 the Riemann surface on which the function w =/(z) maps its

domain of existence |z| <i?_= « and let a he a positive number. The primi-

tive result is the "schlicht condition" theorem of the writer(6). The sharpest

form of this theorem is the following due to Teichmiiller(6).

// over the domain \w — a\ <a ior l/\w\ <<r if a= oo) the surface S has

only schlicht sheets all of whose boundary points are internal points of S, then

(1.1) mir, a) =0(1)

and hence, if Tir) is unbounded, A(a) =0.

The proof of this theorem, like the proofs of its forerunners, depends upon

an application of Koebe's distortion theorem to the inverse z = z(tf) of/(z)

(2) Valiron [l ]. The terminology is that of Ullrich [4, p. 192 ]. For consistency 5(a) might be

called the lower or Nevanlinna deficiency. But this is an unnecessary complication. The num-

bers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end.

(3) See E.A.F. pp. 254-264 or F.M. chap. 6.
(4) Nevanlinna uses normal in the sense of not deficient; but the sense proposed here seems

the more appropriate.

(5) Collingwood [l], Cartan [l], Selberg [l] and [2]. For a related theorem see Dinghas

[1].
(6) Teichmüller [l, pp. 99-103]. This paper contains a bibliography of the problem up to

1936. As this is not very easily accessible I have incorporated it, irrespective of specific reference

to the items, in the bibliography at the end.
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and the theorem has been habitually stated in this "inverse" form. But a

direct form of the theorem is perhaps more immediately suggestive of its

bearing upon the distribution of a-points. For this we require a preliminary

definition.

For a?í oo the inequality |/(z) —_| <a is satisfied in a set of distinct con-

nected domains whose frontiers within the domain |z| <i?5íoo consist of

level curves on which |/(z) — a\ =<r. A typical domain of this (possibly in-

finite) set of domains is denoted by G(a, <r). For a= oo we denote a typical

domain in which | l//(z)| <(rby G(co, o-)(7). We say that G(a, a) is "bounded"

if its closure G(a, c)(s) is contained in the domain |z| <R= oo ; otherwise

G(a, a) is "unbounded"(9).

A "bounded" G(a, a) in which /(z) is schlicht is mapped by /(z) on a

schlicht sheet, covering \w — a\ <<r (or | l/w\ <a if a= oo), all of whose

frontier points are internal points of S. We may accordingly put the schlicht-

condition theorem in the following direct form.

If, for a given complex a and cr>0, /(z) is schlicht in every domain Gia, a)

and if none of these domains is "unbounded," then (1.1) is satisfied.

Under the condition of the theorem each domain Gia, <r) is bounded by a

single closed level curve on which |/(z) — a\ =a (or | l//(z)| =<r if a= oo) and

contains a single a-point of/(z). In an obvious sense the a-points are isolated

by the closed level curves and this is a sufficient condition for their distribu-

tion to be normal provided that T{r) is unbounded.

For a long time attempts to generalize this theorem by relaxing the re-

quirement that/(z) shall be schlicht in the domains Gia, <r) were unsuccessful.

But recently the difficulty has been overcome by H. L. Selberg(10) who has

proved the following theorem.

If over the domain \ w — a \ < a (or 11 ¡w ] < a if a = oo ) the surf ace S consists of

portions of not more than p sheets all of whose frontier points are internal points

of S, then

1
(1.2) mir, a) < p log r + log+-h 0(1).

a

(7) This notation is in general adequate, but where it is necessary to indicate the relative

function we may use the full notation G(a, a) =G(i/(f—a), a) ; G{ °°, u) —G(f, <r).

(8) We use the notation of Newman, Topology of plane sets, Cambridge, 1939.

(9) If the "diameter" of G(a, <r) is defined as the upper bound of the distance between pairs

of points of G(a, a) in terms of the Euclidean metric if R= °° and in terms of the hyperbolic

metric if R< «, G(a, a) is "bounded" or "unbounded" according as its diameter is finite or

infinite.

(10) Selberg [3] and [4]. The theorem was stated without proof substantially in the above

form by Ullrich [2] and in a modified form, with a constant in place of log r, by Mme. Laurent-

Schwartz [l]. As was pointed out by Teichmüller [l, footnote 8], the argument by which

Tumura [l ] sought to prove a similar theorem is inadequate.
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It follows that if /(z) is non-rational and if, for R< oo, Tir) is unbounded,

then A (a) =0.

The corresponding direct theorem is the following.

If, for a given complex a and <7>0, /(z) is of valencyi11) not greater than p

in any of the domains Gia, o~) and if none of these domains is "unbounded,"

then (1.2) is satisfied.

For p>l the domains Gia, a) may be multiply-connected and the con-

formal mapping methods that suffice in the schlicht case are no longer

applicable. Selberg's decisive step was to reduce the problem to one of

potential theory which can be solved for multiply-connected domains.

Under the conditions of Selberg's theorem the a-points of /(z) are segre-

gated in groups of not more than p members within the bounded domains

Gia, a) and this is again a sufficient condition for their distribution to be

normal if /(z) is non-rational and has Tir) unbounded.

As corollaries of the foregoing theorems we can derive necessary condi-

tions for A(a) >0 and, a fortiori, for 5(a) >0. But these conditions are qualita-

tive and non-metrical in the sense that they are unrelated to the value of

A(a) or 5(a). By formulating appropriate definitions which enable us to

replace a and p in the inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) by functions of r, which we

shall designate by or(r) and pir), or to establish analogous inequalities with

these functions we can, however, obtain metrical results ; it is this that we set

out to do in a systematic way in the present paper.

The main theorem that we shall prove, namely Theorem II, generalizes

the theorems of Selberg and Teichmüller in the way described and is proved

by their methods which are applicable with only minor adaptations to the

generalized conditions. The essential idea of our method is in fact introduced

with the definitions; and the formal pattern of theorems and associated

groups of corollaries which they impose provides the framework for the sys-

tematic derivation of metrical relations from Theorem II. The introduction

of these definitions leads first, however, to a restatement of the known results

in a rather more general form in accordance with this pattern ; and these are

included for completeness.

The paper (12) is in four parts. I (§§2-9) is concerned with the definitions

and preparatory results arising from them. In II (§§10-13) these definitions

are applied, as part of the systematic treatment of the subject, to the gen-

eralized restatement and discussion of the known results. The theorems and

corollaries in this part, which are based upon a theorem that is new in

(") The definition of valency is that of Montel./(z) is of valency p in a domain D if it takes

no value more than p times and at least one value p times in D. Montel [l, p. 4].

(12) Note added in proof: A summary of the results of this paper appeared in a series of

notes in C.R. Acad. Sei. Paris: Collingwood [3; 4; 5; 6]. The same ideas have since been ap-

plied by Parreau [l ] to generalize a schlicht condition theorem for Ahlfors deficiency due to

Dinghas [l ].
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form rather than in content, are designated by capital letters. Ill (§§14-22)

contains the systematic development of the new results from the main

theorem. The theorems and corollaries in this part are designated by

Roman numerals. To avoid a long digression in III the proof of the main

theorem is given separately in IV (§§23-25).

I. Definitions and preliminaries

2. The surface 5. We begin by recalling briefly the relevant properties

of the Riemann surface S on which the meromorphic function w =/(z) maps

its domain of existence | z| <i?_= oo (13). 5 may be taken either as spread over

the w-plane or the w-sphere. We shall take it as spread over the plane. Since

/(z) is non-rational 5 has an infinity of sheets. The surface 5 is of parabolic or

hyperbolic type according as R = oo or R< <x>.

The inverse function z = ziw) of w=/(z) is uniform on the surface S which

it maps on the domain |z| <-?_= oo. The winding points of 5 of finite order

correspond to algebraic elements of z(w) and are designated algebraic points.

They are internal points of .S. The boundary places of S are winding points

of infinite order and correspond to transcendant critical points of z(w) and to

the asymptotic values of/(z). A number w is an asymptotic value of/(z) if

there is a continuous Jordan curve r in |z| <i?_= oo tending to the frontier

of this domain on which/(z)—>w as | z\ —*R — oo. In the parabolic case T tends

to the unique frontier point of the domain of existence of/(z), which we have

taken to be the point z = oo. But in the hyperbolic case the properties of T

can be conspicuously different according as Tir) is bounded or unbounded.

The frontier of the domain of existence of /(z) is now the whole circumference

| z| =R and the limiting set of T on this circumference may be either a single

point or a whole arc. The latter case cannot arise if Tir) is bounded. For then

if T tends to an arc of | z| =R the radial limit of/(z), which exists for almost

all points of this arc, cannot differ from u at any point of the arc and it fol-

lows from a well known theorem that/(z) =w. In the contrary sense Valiron

[2] has constructed a function which is regular and of infinite order in | z| < 1

and has an arbitrary number of distinct spiral asymptotic paths T converging

to the circumference | z| =1. This function of course has no radial limits any-

where on |z| =1. An example for which Tir) is unbounded and/(z) has a

radial limit at a set of points of | z| =1 which is everywhere dense is furnished

by the modular function. In this case there can be no asymptotic path T

tending to an arc of |z| =1. These examples illustrate significant points of

difference that we must keep in view but by no means cover the full range

of possibilities.

The curve T is mapped by /(z) on a curve in 5 tending to a boundary

(13) See E.A.F. pp. 269-277 for a general account. A detailed study of the parabolic case

is contained in Iversen's well known These: Iversen [l]. For expository accounts of more

recent developments see Ullrich [3] and [4].
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place of S over w = co and the corresponding branch of z(w) has a transcendant

point at w = u.

3. The domains £/(a, <r) and Gia, a). Tir) is unbounded in the parabolic case

R = =o. We shall assume throughout that Tir) is also unbounded in the hyperbolic

case i? < oo ; or, in other words, that/(z) is not of bounded characteristic. The

«r-neighbourhood of any point a in the complex w-plane, defined by the in-

equality | w — a\ <<r (or | l/w| <<r if a= oo) is then covered by a finite or in-

finite set of distinct connected portions of S. These are Riemannian domains.

A typical domain of the set will be denoted by Uia, cr) = i/(l/(f—a), a) (or

Uif, a) if a = oo ). We may note explicitly that a Uia, a) having more than one

winding point may be multiply connected.

To avoid repetition all subsequent definitions involving a will be stated

in the form for a?^ oo, it being understood that the corresponding form for

a = =0 is obtained on writing 1/w for w — a or l//(z) for/(z) —a. Except where

it is specifically stated to the contrary all our theorems are valid for finite

or infinite values of a.

Each Uia, a) is mapped by z(~0 on a domain Gia, a) as defined in §1.

A domain £/(a, a) is said to be bounded or unbounded(w) according as the

corresponding domain Gia, a) on which it is mapped is bounded or un-

bounded. The frontier of a bounded Gia, a) consists of a finite number of

closed level curves on which |/(z) — a| =<r and, for all ct in \a — a\ <a, it

contains the same finite number, say p, of a-points of /(z), multiple points

being counted with their order of multiplicity, p is the valency of /(z) in

Gia, a). The corresponding bounded Uia, a) is a Riemannian domain of p

sheets each covering the domain | w — a\ <a and joined at a finite number of

algebraic points. The frontier of this Uia, a) consists of a finite set of closed

circuits over the circumference | w — a\ =<r, and every point of these circuits

is an internal point of 5. A bounded Uia, a) thus has a relatively simple

structure, although it may be of arbitrarily high connectivity.

Now consider an unbounded domain Gia, a) and suppose that for all a in

|a— a| <(T the number of «-points of/(z) in Gia, a") does not exceed K< oo.

If p is the smallest integral value of K for which this condition is satisfied,

then/(z) is of valency p (or £-valent) in Gia, a) and the unbounded Rieman-

nian domain Uia, a) on which/(z) maps Gia, a) has p sheets. If there is no

finite K for which the condition is satisfied, /(z) is of infinite valency in

Gia, a), the corresponding Uia, a) has an infinity of sheets, and we write

p= oo.

4. The domains Uir, a, a) and G(r, a, cr). The circular domain |z| <r

<R^oo is mapped by/(z) on a surface Sr which is a simply-connected

portion of 5 having a finite number of sheets. The frontier of Sr is a closed

curve Cr corresponding to the circumference |z| —r. Every point of Cr is an

(14) The quotation marks will now be omitted whenever the sense in which the terms

bounded and unbounded are being used is clear from the context.
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internal point of S. As r—>R the surface Sr exhausts S.

Every domain Gia, a) satisfies one of the following three conditions:

(i) Every point of Gia, a) is a point of the domain |z| <r.

(ii) No point of Gia, a) is a point of the domain | z| <r.

(iii) Gia, a) contains points of the circumference | z| =r.

Condition (i) is excluded if Gia, cr) is unbounded. Corresponding alterna-

tives for Uia, a) are stated in terms of Sr and CT.

A typical domain G(a, a) which satisfies condition (iii) is denoted by

G(r, a, a)=Gir, 1/if—a), a) and the corresponding Uia, a), on which it is

mapped by/(z), by Uir, a, a) = £/(r, 1/if—a), a).

Since/(z) has no singularities other than poles in |z| <R the number of

the domains G(r, a, a) (and Uir, a, <r)) for a given r is finite and will be

denoted by X(r).

Where necessary to avoid ambiguity an individual G(r, a, a) or Uir, a, a)

will be distinguished by a suffix v as Gvir,a,a) or U,ir, a, a), where 1 =v—\ir).

5. The domains 7J(r, a, <r(r)) andG(r, a, cr(r)). The definitions of §4 remain

applicable when a is replaced by a single-valued function air) defined in the

semi-open interval 0_=r<i?^oo in which it has only isolated ordinary dis-

continuities. For a given value of r the Gia, air)) are the domains in which

|/(z) —a\ <<r(r) and those of them, if any, which contain points of the circum-

ference |z| =r are denoted generally by G(r, a, air))=Gir, 1/if—a), air)).

The number of the domains G(r, a, air)) for a given r is finite and is again

denoted by X(r). An individual G(r, a, air)) is distinguished by a suffix v as

G,ir, a, air)).

The corresponding Riemannian domains are denoted by Uir, a, air))

= Uir, 1/if-a), air)) or U,ir, a, air)) = U,ir, _/(/-_), air)).

6. a and air) as levels relative to /(z) and a. We now introduce the con-

ception of a level. For a given value of r the parts of the frontiers of the

domains G(r, a, a), if any such domains exist, within the domain | z| <R ^ <x>

consist of level curves on which |/(z) — a \ =a. We shall then say that a is a level

of positive valency relative tofiz) and a for this value ofr. If no domain G(r, a, a)

exists, that is, if [/(re'*) —a\ =a for all 0 ^(p<2ir, we say that a is a null level

relative to /(z) and a for this value of r.

If all the domains G(r, a, a) are bounded for a given value of r, then their

frontiers consist of a finite set of closed level curves contained in | z| <i?_| oo

and we say that a is a closed level relative to /(z) and a for this value of r. If at

least one of the G(r, a, a) is unbounded a is an open level relative tofiz) and a

for this value of r.
The above definitions apply without modification when a is replaced by

a single-valued function air) defined in the semi-open interval 0_=r<i?^ oo

in which it has only isolated ordinary discontinuities. We shall assume

air) to be subject to this condition throughout. For a given r, air) is a null level

relative tofiz) and a if |/(re{*) —a\ =_<r(r) for all 0?_<p<27r. A level <r(r) which
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is not null relative tofiz) and a for a given r is of positive valency, closed if all

the G(r, a, air)) are bounded and otherwise open.

The definitions may also be formulated in "inverse" language, Uir, a, a)

and Uir, a, air)) taking the place of G(r, a, a) and Gir, a, air)).

7. The valencies P(r, a, a) and Pir, a, air)). With the concept of a level

we associate a valency.

For a given value of r the valency P(r, a, a) = P(r, 1/if—a), a) of a level

o- relative tofiz) and a is, by definition, the maximum value of the valency

of/(z) in any one of the domains G(r, a, a). Thus, denoting by p,ir, a, a) the

valency of/(z) in a domain G„(r, a, a),

Pir, a, a) =   max  p,ir, a, a).
_X(r)

For a = oo we work with P(r, oo, <r) =P(r, /, a'). Clearly, if <ri <tr, then

(7.1) P(r, a, en) =S P(r, a, a).

For every domain G(r, a, ai) is contained in a domain G(r, a, a).

Generalizing the above, the valency of the level air) relative to/(z) and a

is, by definition,

Pir, a, air)) =  max  p,{r, a, air)),
x_X(r)

where p,ir, a, air)) is the valency of/(z) in G„ir, a, air)), with a correspond-

ing definition for a= oo. For a function cri(r) _=<r(r) we have, as above,

(7.2) Pir, a, aiir)) ^ Pir, a, air)).

If air) is a null level relative tofiz) and a, we put P(r, a, air)) =0. If cr(r) is a

closed level relative tofiz) and a, then evidently P(r, a, <r(r)) < oo. If <r(r) is an

o£ere level relative tofiz) and a, thenP(r, a, air)) ^ oo ; and P(r, a, cr(r)) = oo

if there is at least one unbounded domain G„(r, a, air)) with ¿>„(r, a, air)) = oo .

We shall adopt the following terminology. If for a given r, Pir, a, air)) =1

we say that air) is a (closed or open) schlicht level relative to/(z) and a for this

value of r; and if P(r, a, air)) =p, where 1 ^p= oo, we say that air) isa (closed

or open) level of valency p relative to /(z) and a for this value of r.

Since p*ir, a, air)) is the number of sheets in U,ir, a, air)) these defini-

tions may also be formulated in "inverse" terms.

8. The sets determined by properties of a level relative to/(z) and a.

For a given constant cr>0 or a given function tr(r)>0 the properties of

being a null level, or a closed or open level relative to /(z) and a with or

without restriction on valency, determine sets of values of r in the interval

0_=r<P_= oo. The sets with which we shall be concerned are defined in this

section.

Via, a, 0) = Vil/if-a), a, 0) is the set of values of r in 0^r<R= <x> for

which cr is a null level relative to/(z) and a. Via, a, p) = Vil/if—a), a, p),
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0 _?/> < oo , is the set for which a is either a closed or open level relative to/(z)

and a of valency P(r, a, a) ¿p.

From this definition it follows that

V

Via, a,p) = 22 Via, a, q).
5=0

The set for which a is either a closed or open level relative to /(z) and a of

finite (but not necessarily bounded) valency is defined by

S(_, cr) = 33 (--, a)=  22 Via, a, q).
\f — a      }       ,_o

The complements of these sets with respect to the interval 0_?r<i? are

denoted by CVia, a, 0), CVia, a, p) and C25(a, cr) respectively. Then

CVia,a,p) = t\cVia,a,q)
q=0

and

oo

C%ia, a) = R CVia, a, q).
5=0

Eia,a,p) =Eil/if—a),a,p), 0_i£< °°, is the set in which a is a closed level

relative to/(z) and a of valency P(r, a, a) ^p, subject to the convention

Eia, a, 0) = Via, a, 0).

It follows that

p
Eia, a, p) = 22Ei°, a, a).

5=0

The set for which a is a closed level relative tofiz) and a, necessarily of finite

valency, is defined by

g(a, cr) =  _(—!— > a) =   22 Eia, a, q).
\f — a      /       s_o

The complements of these sets with respect to 0 — r<R are denoted by

CEia, a, p) and C&ia, a), where

CEia,a,p) = {i CEia, a, q),
5=0

00

C&ia, a) = JlCEia, a, q).
5-0
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The above definitions hold without modification when cr is replaced by a

single-valued function cr(r). Thus£(a, c(r), 0) = Via, air), 0) is the set in which

air) is a null level relative to/(z) and a.

»(«, <r)) = 22 Via, air), q)
5=0

is the set in which air) is a level of valency P(r, a, air)) < oo ; and

«(«, *ir)) - 22 Eia, air), q)
5=0

is the set in which c(r) is a closed level relative tofiz) and a.

Generalizing a stage further, let pir) be single-valued, satisfy 0_jp(r) < oo

and have only isolated ordinary discontinuities in 0 = r<R. We then define

Via, air), pir)), as the set of values of r in 0 = r <R in which <r(r) is a closed

or open level relative to /(z) and a of valency P(r, a, cr(r)) _=£(r) and

£(a, cr(r), />(r)) as the set in which cr(r) is a closed level relative tofiz) and a of

valency P(r, a, <r(r))_:/>(r). CT(a, cr(r), />(/)) and C£(o, <r(r), pir)) are the

complements of these sets.

By the definitions we have

(8.1) Eia, a, p) Q Via, a, p)

whence

(8.11) <_(_, (7) Ç 3S(c, a).

(8.2) Plainly, if r0<n<R and r0GG3?(a, cr), then riGC25(a, cr). Hence

C93(a, cr) is void if R is a limit point of S5(a, cr).

(8.21) Similarly, if roGC-(a, <r), then riEC(S(a, a) and so Œia, a) is

void if R is a limit point of _(a, cr).

Also, by the definitions, if 0Sp<pi< <*>,

(8.3) F(a, ,7, />) C Via, a, px) C SJ(a, <r)

and

(8.31) Eia, a, p) C £(_, er, />x) Ç (g(a, cr).

(8.4) It follows from (8.2) and (8.3) that if, for any ¿><oo,Pgoo is a

limit point of Via, a, p), then R is also a limit point of 3S(a, a) and so GS3(a, <r)

is void.

(8.41) Similarly, from (8.21) and (8.31), if R is a limit point of Eia, a, p),

then C(£ia, a) is void.

If 0<ai<a and 0úp<pi< <*, then r£ F(a, cr, £) implies r£ F(a, cri, ¿>)

and so

(8.5) Via, a, p) Ç F(a, ffl, /.) ÇZ F(a, cr,, ^i).
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Similarly,

(8.51) Eia, a, p) Ç £(_, ah p) __ P(a, ah pi).

The corresponding relations when a and /> are replaced by air) and pir),

where 0<cr(r)<oo and 0:££(r)<oo, arising from the definitions, are as

follows.

(8.6) Eia, air), pir)) Ç F(a, «rf», ¿(r)),

(8.61) <g(_, <r(r)) Ç JB(a, <r(r)).

If 0 _;/>(/) _;¿>i(r)<oo, then

(8.7) F(a, ff(r), #f)) S F(a, cr(r), Piir)) Ç 25(a, <rf»),

(8.71) Eia, air), pir)) Q Eia, air), ^(r)) __ <g(_, <r(r)).

If 0 <cri(r) <<r(r) < oo and 0 _^(r) &pt{r) < oo , then

(8.8) Via, air), pir)) C F(a, n(r), piir)),

(8.81)                          £(a, cr(r), pir)) £ £(a, cnM, fc(f)).

We may note explicitly that if air) is a nondecreasing function of r inO — r <R,

then, for r0<ri<R,

roEc$$ia, air))    implies    ri Gc33(a, <r(r)),

ra Ec _(a, er(r))    implies    ri Ec (§(_, air)).

Therefore, for a nondecreasing air) the sets 33(a, cr(r)) and @(a, air)) have the

properties (8.2) and (8.21). If cr(r) is not subject to this condition, and in

particular if er(r) is a nonincr easing function of r and is not constant, R may be a

limit point of all the sets S5(a, air)), C33(a, air)), S(a, air)) and C&ia, air)).

The foregoing definitions are quite general in that the only restrictions

on air) and pir) are that in the interval 0 = r<R^ oo they are both single-

valued, have only isolated ordinary discontinuities, and satisfy

0 < cr(r) <  oo ; 0 = pir)  <  oo.

The sets defined furnish a useful descriptive apparatus. Wherever it is re-

quired to indicate the relative function, 1/if—a) may be written in place of a

(or / in place of a = oo ).

9. The parabolic case. Iversen's Lemma. In the parabolic case R = oo we

can establish relations complementary to (8.1) and (8.6). These follow im-

mediately from the following theorem of Iversen which we designate as

Iversen's Lemma.

Iversen's Lemma(15). If /(z) is meromorphic in \z\ < oo and of finite

(ls) Iversen [5, p. 5].
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valency in an unbounded domain Gia, a), then, for any ai<a, the domains

Gia, oi) contained in Gia, a) are finite in number and are all bounded.

Iversen's proof of this proposition depends upon the star theorem of

Gross for parabolic surfaces(16). The corresponding problem for the hyper-

bolic case is certainly more difficult and we shall not enter upon it here.

It follows at once from Iversen's Lemma that in the parabolic case if

ffi<cr and 0^p< oo ,

r G Via, a, p)    implies   r G Eia, <n, p).

For every Gir, a, a), whether bounded or unbounded, contains only bounded

domains Gia, ai) and these include all the Gir, a, ai). Thus

(9.1) Via, a, p) Ç Eia, ai, p).

Similarly if (Ti(r) <a{r) and O^pir) < =o,

(9.2) Via, air), pir)) Ç £(_, ffl(r), pir)).

II. Deductions from Selberg's Theorem

10. Selberg's Theorem. Selberg's Theorem was quoted in §1. His argu-

ment in fact proves a significant theorem under a less drastic hypothesis. The

contributions to mir, a) of the arcs of |z| =r intercepted by the G„(r, a, a)

and the arcs outside these domains are estimated; all the other domains

Gia, a) are ignored. It follows that Selberg's inequality (1.2) is satisfied for all

r G Eia, a, p). The hypothesis that every Gia, a) is bounded and that the

valency of/(z) does not exceed p in any of these domains (or the equivalent

hypothesis in terms of the £7(a, a)) is equivalent to the hypothesis that

Eia, a, p) is the whole interval 0^r<R— oo ; and under this condition it

follows that (1.2) is satisfied for all r <R. But to obtain a significant result it

is a sufficient hypothesis that R is a limit point of the set Eia, a, p). Selberg's

theorem may thus be restated in the following more general form.

Theorem A. If fiz) is meromorphic in \z\ <R= oo and if for a given a

there are positive numbers a and p<x> such that R is a limit point of Eia, a, p),

then

1
(10.1) mir, a) < pilog r + 0(1)) + log+ — + 0(1)

cr

for all rEEia, a, p).

It is not necessary to enter further into the proof of this theorem here

since it will be seen to be a special case of Theorem II.

The same observations apply in the case of Teichmüller's inequality (1.1)

(>•) Gross [1 ] and [2, V]. Also E.A.F. p. 276.
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which holds for all rEEia, a, 1) where ic_= oo is a limit point of this set.

Subject to the general condition imposed that P(r) is unbounded, two

pairs of complementary corollaries follow from Theorem A.

Suppose first that R is not a limit point of CEia, a, p). Then Eia, a, p)

contains an interval ro<r<R in which (10.1) is satisfied. It follows, on

dividing (10.1) by Tir), that A(a) =0. We thus have the following corollary.

Corollary A.l. If,fora>0and p< oo ,Ris not a limit point of CEia, a, p),

then

A(a) = 0.

The condition of this corollary is effectively the condition of Selberg's

Theorem as stated in §1, for no unbounded Gia, a) exists and in all but a

finite number of these domains/(z) is of valency not exceeding p.

From A.l there follows the complementary corollary.

Corollary A.2. 7/A(a) >0 then, for any pair of numbers a>0 and p < oo,

R is a limit point of the set CEia, a, p).

Secondly, from the less stringent condition of Theorem A that R is a limit

of Eia, a, p) it follows from (10.1) that 5(a) =0. We thus have:

Corollary A.3. //, for a>Q and p< oo, R is a limit point of Eia, a, p),

then

5(a) = 0.

From A.3 there follows the complementary corollary:

Corollary A.4. 2/5(a) > 0 then, for any pair of numbers a > 0 and p < =o, R

is not a limit point of the set Eia, a, p).

11. A qualitative theorem on exceptional values. General case. A general

qualitative property of /(z) — a, for an exceptional value a, follows easily

from Corollaries A.2 and A.4. This is expressed in the following theorem.

Theorem B. Suppose thatfiz) is meromorphic in \z\ <R= oo and Tir) is

unbounded. Then

(i) If A(a)>0 we can find a nonincreasing function air)—»0 and a nonde-

creasing function pir)—Kx as r—>R such that R is a limit point of the set

CEia, air), pir)).

(ii) If 5(a) >0 we can find air) and pir) with the properties specified in (i)

such that R is not a limit point of Eia, air), pir)).

To prove (i) we use A.2. If A(a)>0 and we choose two monotonie se-

quences

(11.1) o-i > <r2 > ■ • • > <rn > • • • ,    lim cr» = 0,
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and

(11.2) pi < p2 < ■ ■ ■  < pn < • ■ ■ ,    lim p   =00,

it follows from A.2 that we can find an associated sequence

(11.3) fi < r2 < • • ■ < rn < • ■ • , lim rn = R,

such that rnECEia, an, pn). For in the case R= oo we may choose r„>2rn_i

and in the case R < oo we may choose (rn_i+P)/2 <rn <R. If we now define

air) by the equations

(11.4) air) = an for rn = r < r„+i

and pir) by

(11.5) pir) = pn for r„ ^ r < rn+x

we see that the sequence rn belongs to CEia, air), pir)), which thus has R as

a limit point. To prove (ii) we use A.4 in a similar way. We again choose

sequences [an] and [pn] satisfying (11.1) and (11.2). It then follows from

A.4 that if 5(a) >0 there is an associated sequence [rn] satisfying (11.3) and

such that r in the interval rn~r<R is in CEia, an, pn). If air) and pir) are

again defined by (11.4) and (11.5) it follows that all r in the interval ri = r <R

are in CEia, air), pir)) so that Pis not a limit point of P(a, air), pir)) and the

theorem is proved.

Now Œia, air))QCEia, air), pir)) and for rE<&ia, cr(r)) X CEia, air), pir))

we have P(r, a, cr(r))>^(r) and since pir)—*oo as r—*R we have, as an im-

mediate consequence of Theorem B, the following theorem on the valency

Pir, a, air)).

Theorem B'. Suppose that/(z) is meromorphic in \z\ <R— oo and Tir)

is unbounded. Then

(i) If A(a)>0 we can find a nonincreasing function air)—»0 as r—>R such

that either (a) R is a not limit point of C(Sia, air)) and

lim sup Pir, a, air)) = x> ;
r=„

or (b) R is a limit point of C&ia, air)).

(ii) If 5(a) >0 we can find a nonincreasing air)—>0 as r—>R such that

either (a) R is not a limit point of C_(a, air)) and

lim Pir, a, air)) = oo ;

or (b) R is a limit point of both Cd-ia, air)) and _(a, air)) and

lim Pir', a, air')) = oo,
r'=R
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where r'E&ia, air); or (c) R is not a limit point of (g(a, air)).

12. Qualitative theorem on exceptional values. Parabolic case P=co.

It follows immediately from Iversen's Lemma that in the parabolic case R= oo

the sets Eia, a, p) and CEia, a, p) may be replaced by Via, a, p) and CVia, a, p)

respectively in Theorem A and its corollaries. For, by (9.1) if R is a limit point

of Via, a, p), then R is also a limit point of Eia, a/2, p) and (10.1) follows for

all rEEia, a/2, p) and, a fortiori, for all rE Via, a, p). Hence, in the parabolic

case, in place of Theorem B we have the following stronger theorem.

Theorem C. Suppose that/(z) is meromorphic in \z\ < oo. Then

(i)  If A(a)>0 we can find a nonincreasing cr(r)—»0 and a nondecreasing

£(r)—>oo as r—»oo such that & is a limit point of CVia, air), pir)). Hence the

valency Pir, a, air)) of the level air) relative to /(z) and a satisfies

(12.1) lim sup Pir, a, air)) = oo.

(ii) If 5(a) >0 we can find air) and pir) with the properties specified in (i)

such that oo is not a limit point of Via, air), pir).) Hence

(12.2) lim Pir, a, air)) = =o.
r—oo

13. Properties of asymptotic values of /(z). It is interesting to compare

the properties of deficient values established in Theorem B(ii) and Theorem

C(ii) with properties of asymptotic values.

Consider first the general case where/(z) is meromorphic in |z| <P^ oo

and let a he an asymptotic value of /(z). There is then a curve T(a) on which

|/(z) — a| —>0 as |z| —>P. T(a) may be taken to be a Jordan curve having a

finite number of intersections with a circumference |z| =r<R. Denote by

Tr(a) the unbounded arc of T(a) lying outside |z| —r and having only one

end point on this circumference. By definition there is a nonincreasing func-

tion air)—s-0 as r—>P such that, for all r in an interval r0<r<R, |/(z) — a|

<air) on Tr(a). Therefore Tr(a) is contained in an unbounded domain

Gir, a, air)) and so rEC&ia, air)). This proves the following theorem.

Theorem D. If ais an asymptotic value offiz) meromorphic in \z\ <R— oo,

there is a nonincreasing cr(r)—>0 as r-^R such that R is not a limit point of

<Sia, air)).

For the parabolic case we prove a stronger theorem corresponding to

Theorem C(ii). In this case P= oo and T(a) tends to infinity. Tr(a) and air)

are defined as above. Choose a value ri so large that Tri(a) is contained in

an unbounded domain Gi(ri, a, cr(ri)) =Gi. The valency of/(z) in Gj is infinite.

For if not, it follows from Iversen's Lemma that the domains Gia, cr(ri)/2)

contained in Gi are bounded and finite in number. They are therefore all

contained in a circle of radius r2>ri. Hence in the part of Gi lying outside
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|z| =r2 and therefore on rr¡!(a) we have |/(z)—a| ><r(r2)/2, contrary to hy-

pothesis. We have thus proved the following theorem.

Theorem E. If a is an asymptotic value o//(z) meromorphic in \z\ < oo

there is a nonincreasing air)—»0 as r—>oo such that for all sufficiently large

values of r

(13.1) Pir, a, air)) = oo.

The conclusions of Theorems D and E for an asymptotic value of/(z) are

stronger than those of Theorems B(ii) and C(ii) for a deficient value. It had

been conjectured that in the parabolic case of a deficient value of a mero-

morphic function would also necessarily be an asymptotic value (F.M. p. 94;

E.A.F. p. 258; Ullrich [l]). This conjecture was disproved first by Teich-

müller [2] and soon afterward independently by Mme. Laurent-Schwartz

[2]. The examples constructed by these authors, which are similar in char-

acter, show that a meromorphic function having an infinity of poles may have

5(a) >0, where a is finite or infinite and is not an asymptotic value. These

examples do not, however, completely dispose of the problem even in the

parabolic case. For no example is known of an integral function having 5(a)

>0 for a finite a which is not an asymptotic value. On this problem the reader

is referred to a recent paper of Pflüger [l].

III. Inequalities derived from the main theorem

14. An inequality for a null level air) relative to /(z) and a. The theorem

and corollaries proved in this section, although trivial in themselves, are in-

cluded to complete the formal pattern of the theory.

By definition air) is a null level relative tofiz) and a for r = ro if

(14.1) I /(r0e''*) - a\= cr(r0); 0 = 4> < 2x.

We then write

ro G Via, air), 0)    and    Piro, a, cr(r0)) = 0.

From (14.1)

1
mirD, a) g log+ ——

airo)

and we have the following theorem.

Theorem I. If /(z) is meromorphic in \z\ <R— 00 and for a given air)

the set Via, air), 0) is not void, then

(14.2) mir, a) _¡log+—-
air)
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for allrEVia,air), 0).

The inequality (14.2) is only significant if air) is small. For the purpose of

our definitions air) has been subject only to the conditions of being single-

valued, finite, and positive in the interval 0 — r<R in which it has only iso-

lated ordinary discontinuities. From this point onwards we impose the addi-

tional condition

air') = air) forO£r<r'<R^ oo.

Without restricting generality we may assume that either cr(r) is equal to a

constant a for all r<R or that cr(r)—>0 as r—*R. As a measure of the order

of magnitude of air) in comparison with 7\r) we define the indices of cr(r) with

respect to /(z) as follows.

The upper index I*ia{r), f) and the lower index 2"*(cr(r), /) of air) with

respect tofiz) are defined respectively by(17)

log+ l/cr(r)
I*iair), f) = hm sup-——-

r=„ Tir)

and

log+ l/cr(r)
IJaM, f) = lim inf-•

* JJ r=R Tir)

If limr_B log+ (l/cr(r))/P(r) exists it is the index of air) and is denoted by

7(cr(r),/). When there is no ambiguity these indices are written /*, /*, and I.

The alternative properties of the set Via, air), 0) give four corollaries to

Theorem I making the same pattern as the corollaries of Theorem A.

First suppose that R is not a limit point of CVia, air), 0). Then plainly

a is a Picard exceptional value of /(z). For if /(z) has an infinity of a-points

znia), then |z„(a)| ECVia, air), 0) and lim„_- | _„(a) | =R. Hence we have

Nir, s)=0 (log r) and so, by (14.2),

1
(14.3) Tir) = mir, a) + Nir, a) + Oil) < log+— + 0(log r) + Oil)

air)

for all r in an interval ra<r<R= oo. Dividing (14.3) by P(r) and proceeding

to the limit we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1.1. If, for a given air) tending to zero as r—>P, R is not a limit

point of CVia, air), 0), then a is a Picard value o//(z) and

(14.4) Ka) = 1 Û IÁair), f).

The complementary result is :

(") In Collingwood [3 ] and [4 ] the upper and lower indices were denoted by I and / re-

spectively. The notation I* and /* has been adopted here for typographical convenience.
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Corollary 1.2. If air) is of lower index

(14.5) hi*ir),f)<\,

then R is a limit point of C Via, air), 0), that is, there is a sequence rn—>R such that

the inequality |/(z)—a| <air) is satisfied at some points of \z\ =rn.

Now suppose that R is a limit point of Via, air), 0). The inequality (14.2)

is satisfied for a sequence rm—>R and so

,, .       ,.    . , mir, a) »(r„, a)
5{a) = hm inf-  < hm inf ■—-—■—

r=fi       Tir)      -    rm=fi      Tirm)

log+ l/airm)
g lim inf —-—— =  I*iair), /).

r——fi 1 irm)

Hence we have:

Corollary 1.3. If R is a limit point of Via, air), 0), then

(14.6) 8(»)_/*Wr),/).

We also have the complementary corollary:

Corollary 1.4. If 5(a) >0 and air) is of upper index I* iair), f) <5(a),/Äe»

Ris not a limit point of Via, air), 0), that is, for all r in an interval rB <r <R= oo

there are points of \z\ =r at which |/(z) =a| <<r(r).

15. The main theorem. In IV we shall prove the following generalization

of Selberg's Theorem. The theorem is in two parts (i) and (ii), the former

giving the straightforward generalization of the inequality (10.1) valid

without restriction; and the latter giving a sharper inequality subject to a

topological condition on the domains G(r, a, air)), designated condition (*),

which is satisfied in important cases, including that of an unbounded holo-

morphic function.

Theorem II. (i) Suppose thatfiz) is meromorphic in \z\ <R—<& and that

for a given a there is a positive air) which is either constant or tends monotonically

to zero as r—>R and a pir) satisfying O-—Pir) < oo for all r<R such that R is

a limit point of the set £ = £(a, cr(r), pir)). Under these conditions we have, for

all rEE,

1
(15.1) mir, a) <iw + log r)pir) + log+ -—- + 0(1)

air)

in the parabolic case R = oo ; awd

(15.2) mir, a) < (_■ + o(l))i(r)+ log+-— + 0(1)
air)
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in the hyperbolic case R < oo.

(ii) Suppose that in addition to the conditions specified in (i) the following

condition is also satisfied, namely: (*) there are non-negative numbers A <R

and B <R such that for any r in A <r <R none of the domains Gvir, a, air)),

where v = \ir), whether "bounded" or not, contains a closed curve which encloses

the circumference \z\ =B. Then, for R= oo and all rEE,

r 1
(15.3) mir,a) <—pir) +log+-—-+ Oil).

2 air)

Clearly, condition (*) implies the weaker condition: (**) there are non-

negative numbers A <R and B <R such that if A <rEE none of the domains

Gvir, a, air)), where v—\ir), contains a closed curve which encloses the circum-

ference \z\ =B.

We shall in fact prove that, for P¿ oo, (15.3) is satisfied for all rEE if

condition (**) is satisfied; and this result includes (ii). But for the applications

we have in view here, the stronger condition (*) is the one generally required.

Theorem A follows from II (i) on putting cr(r) =cr and pir) =p; and the

other known results emerge as special cases of Theorem II, or of its more gen-

eral form with the condition (**) in place of (*), on assigning suitable prop-

erties to a{r), pir), and the set E.

Cases in which condition (*) is satisfied include the following:

(a) If /(z) is holomorphic in |z| <R, Tir) is unbounded and a^ ». For

suppose the contrary. Then, given any positive A <R and B <R, there is an

r in A <r<R such that |z| =B is enclosed in a closed curve contained in a

domain G(r, a, air)). But this domain if "bounded" is simply-connected and

if "unbounded" has no closed contour. It therefore contains the domain

|z| ^B. Hence |/(z) — a| <<r(r) in |z| =B. If air)—»0 as r^R it follows

that/(z)=a in |z| <R. And if air) =er we have |/(z) — a| <a in |z| iSP; and

so, since B <R but is otherwise arbitrary, |/(z) | < | a| +cr for | z| <P and con-

sequently Tir) =0(1), which is contrary to hypothesis.

iß) If/(z) has an asymptotic value b^a and there is an ri<R such that

cr(r)<|&— a\ for all r in rx<r <R. For there is a curve Tib) on which |z|—>P

and |/(z)— b\ <|¿> — a| — o-f/i) and thus also |/(z)—_| >cr(/i). Let |z| =r2 in-

tersect Tib) and put A = n and B = r2. Then any closed curve enclosing | z| = B

intersects r(ö) and so cannot belong to any G(r, a, air)) where A <r<R.

iy) More generally, if there is a curve in |z| <R on which |z|—»P and

|/(z)— a\ >cr(/i) for some rx<R.

The weaker condition (**) is satisfied if, for rEE, the "bounded" domains

Gir, a, air)) are all simply-connected. For, as in (a) above, if |z| =B is en^

closed in a closed curve belonging to a domain G(r, a, air)), where rEE,

it follows that |/(z) —a\ <air) for all z in | z| —B, so that, since B <R but is

otherwise arbitrary, P(r) =0(1).

As an immediate application of this last remark we observe that in every
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case all the G(r, a, air)) are simply-connected for r<P(a, air), 1) so that if

pir) = 1, (15.3) is always satisfied; and this gives the inequality

1
(15.4) mir, a) < log+—- + 0(1)

air)

for r<Eia, air), 1). This result generalizes a previous schlicht condition

theorem given by the writer for the parabolic case P= oo (18). For a constant

air) =a, (15.1) reduces to Teichmüller's inequality.

The inequality (15.3) also holds if, for rG£(a, air), p{r)), the sole branch

point of each ¿7„(r, a, air)) is an algebraic point of order not exceeding pir) — 1

over w = a. U*ir, s, air)) and G„(r, a, air)) are then simply-connected and the

only zero of/'(z) in G„(r, a, air)) is at the multiple a-point if pr>l. If this

condition is satisfied for a constant air) =a, then

(15.5) mir, a) < — pir) +0(1)

for rEEia, air), pir)): and if P is not a limit point of CEia, air), pir)) and

pir) =o(P(r)) we have 5(a) =A(a) =0. This generalizes and sharpens a previ-

ous result of Yosida [l] and Kakutanifl].

16. Corollaries to Theorem II. The parabolic case P = oo. The corollaries

conform to the pattern already established. It is convenient to separate the

parabolic and hyperbolic cases and we begin with the former. In this case/(z)

is meromorphic in |z| < oo and we have seen ((9.2) above) that, for a given

air) and pir), Via, air), pir))QEia, air)¡2, pir)). Thus if Via, air), pir))

has P as a limit point, so has E(a, <r(r)/2, pir)). Also, if for r>A no domain

G„(r, a, air)), whether or not it is "bounded," contains a closed curve enclosing

the circumference |z| =B, the same condition is satisfied by the domains

G„(r, a, cr(r)/2) contained in them, all of which are "bounded" for

rEVia, air), p{r)). We may therefore replace the set Eia, air), pir))

by Via, air), p{r)) in the enunciation of both Theorem II and of condition (**)

if R = oo. This rather more general form of the theorem gives the four

corollaries which follow. The hypothesis common to all of them is that

/(z) is meromorphic in | z| < oo while air) is either constant or tends mono-

tonically to zero as r —» oo, 0 _= p (r) < oo, awd a is any complex number not exclud-

ing infinity.
Suppose first that oo is not a limit point of CVia, air), pir)), that is,

Pir, a, air))^pir) for all sufficiently large r. The inequalities (15.1) and (15.3)

thus hold for all sufficiently large r and, on dividing these inequalities by

Tir), we obtain the inequalities for A (a) and 5(a) given in the following

corollary.

(ls) Collingwood [2]. The inequality (2) of this note is equivalent to m{r, a) <log+(l/<r(r))

+m(r, f'/if—a))+0 (log r) since log (l/oy(r)) _log+ (l/<r(r)), oy(r) being the function there

defined.
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Corollary IL 1.1. If, for a given a{r) and p{r), oo is not a limit point of

CVia, air), pir)) ithat is, if Pir, a, cr(r))g^>(r)/or all sufficiently large r), then

in general,

pir) log r
(a)    Aid) = hm sup '   '    *    + 7*(_(r), /),

r__ Tir)

pir) log r
(16.1) (b)     5(a) iï lim sup ?——±- + /,(,(-), /),

r=_ Tir)

pir) log r
(c)     5(a) = hm inf '   '    *    + 7*(<r(r), /) ;

r-» 7(r)

or, under conditioni*),

(a)    _,(_) _: -^lim sup|^- + 7*(cr(r), /),
2     r=oo     7 (r)

(16.2) (b)     5(a) =S ̂Hm sup 1^- + 7*(<r(r),/),
2     r=»o     7\r)

(c)     5(a) = ~ lim inf |^ + 7*(«x(r), /).
2     r= »o     Tir)

The complementary corollary to this is:

Corollary II. 1.2. If, for a given air) and pir), in the general case any of

the inequalities

pir) log r
(a)    Lia) > lim sup '   '    *    + 7*(<r(r), /),

r=_ 7\r)

(16.3) (b)     5(a) > hm sup ^ l0g * + 7,(<r(r), /),
r=oo 7\r)

#(r) log r
(c)      5(a) > hm inf *   '     6    + 7*(<r(r), /)

r=«o 7\r)

¿s satisfied; or under condition (*) if any of the inequalities

(a)    A(a) > -^lim sup|^ + /*(,(-), /),
2     r=.     7»

(16.4) (b)     5(a) >^-limsup|^- + U*ir),f),
2     r= »o     7\r)

(c)     5(a) > -^ hm inf £2- + 7*(<r(r), /)
2     r=~     Tir)
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is satisfied, then oo is a limit point of CVia, air), pir)) ithat is, Pir, a, air))

>pir) for some large values of r).

We obtain a second complementary pair of corollaries to Theorem II with

the condition that oo is a limit point of Via, air), pir)) but with_no condition

on CVia, air), pir)). We then have from (15.1)

mir, a) mir', a)
5(a) = lim inf-  < lim inf-

r=oo       Tir)     ~    r'—       Tir')

pir') log r'
< lim inf + I*iair), f)

r'— Tir')

pir) log r
gglimsup^;   ;    +I*iair),f)

r==o Tir)

where r' denotes a value of r in Via, air), pir)). Similarly from (15.3)

5(a) = -^lim sup|^- + 7*(<r(r), f).
2     r==o     Tir)

Hence we have:

Corollary II. 1.3. If, for a given air) and pir), oo is a limit point of

Via, air), pir)) ithat is, if P (r, a, air))Spir)for some large values of r), then, in

general,

pir) log r
(16.5) 5(a) S lim supe   '    6    + I*(air),f)

r_oo        Tir)

or, under condition (*),

(16.6) 5(a) i£ ^limsup^- + 7*(«r(r),/).
2     r=_     Tir)

The complementary corollary is:

Corollary II. 1.4. If, for any given air) and pir), the inequality

pir) log r
(16.7) 5(a) > lim sup^   '    6    + 7*(«r(r), /)

,■=» Tir)

or, under condition (*), the inequality

(16.8) 5(a) > -^lim sup^-+ 7*(<r(r),/)
2     r=.o     Tir)

is satisfied, then oo is not a limit point of Via, air), pir)) ithat is, Pir, a, air))

>pir) for all large values of r).
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17. A theorem concerning Pir, a, air)) in the parabolic case. For a given

nonincreasing air) and an arbitrary value a the valency P(r, a, air)) of cr(r)

regarded as a level relative tofiz) and a may be finite or infinite for finite

values of r. We shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem III. 7//(z) is meromorphic in \z\ < oo, air) is a nonincreasing

function of r and a is any complex number, then the valency Pir, a, air)) of air)

regarded as a level relative to /(z) and a satisfies the inequalities

Pir, a, air)) log r
(a)    A(a) = lira sup —-   \" + 7*(<r(r), /),

r=»o Tir)

Pir, a, air)) log r
(17.1) (b)     5(a):glimsup-   \"    *     + J«(«r(f), f),

r==o Tir)

Pir, a, air)) log r
(c)     5(a) ¿ hm inf ~i-  )" + /*(_(-),/)

r=» 7\r)

or, under the condition (*), satisfies the inequalities

■K Pir, a, aM)
(a)    Ma) = -lim sup "" + 7*(.(r), /),

2     r==o 7 (r)

it P(r, a, air))
(17.2) (b)     i(_) g—lim sup- +Ui*ir),f),

2     r=oo 7\r)

x Pir, a, aM)
(c)     5(a) = - hm inf W' + 7*(.(r), /).

2     r=- 7(r)

The proof follows from Corollaries II. 1.2. and II. 1.4. It is enough to

prove the inequalities (17.1). Of these (17.1)(a) and (17.1)(b) are deduced

from Corollary II. 1.2. (17.1) (a) is trivial if A (a) =0 or if 7*(cr(r),/)_:A(a) >0.

We therefore assume 0:S7*(cr(r), /) <A(a). Now in Corollary II. 1.2, pir) is

arbitrary so we may put

pir) log r
hm ~-~ = Aia) - I*iair), f) - c-,
r=»      Tir)

where e>0 is arbitrarily small. Then by (16.3)(a), oo is a limit point of

CVia, air), pir)) and so, if we write r'ECVia, air), pir)), we have, for all

sufficiently large r', Pir', a, air')) > pir') and so

Pir, a, air)) log r Pir', a, air')) log r'
hm sup- — lim sup-

r=oo^ Tir) r'=oo^ Tir')

pir') log r'
> lim sup *K = Aia) - 7*(<r(r), /) - c.

,-=»F       Tir')
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But €>0 is arbitrary and so (17.1)(a) follows. To prove (17.1)(b), which is

trivial if 5(a) =0 or if 7*(<r(r),/)_:ô(a) >0, we assume

0_I*Wry <Sia)

and put

pir) log r
hm VK)     °    = 5(a) - 7«(a(r), /) - c
r=»     Tir)

Then, by (16.3)(b),  oo is again a limit point of CVia, air), pir)) and so,

exactly as above,

Pjr, a, ajr)) log r                 pjr') log r'
hmsup-—- _:   hm •-——-= 5(a) - 7+(cr(r),/) - e

r=- i(r) r'=oo 7(r)

which gives (17.1)(b) since e>0 is arbitrary.

To prove (17.1)(c) we use Corollary II. 1.4. The inequality is trivial if

5(a) =0 or if 7*(<r(r),/)2:5(a) >0 and so we assume

0gl*iair),f) <5(a)

and put

pir) log r
lim^;    *    =5(a)-7*(<r(r),/)-t.
r=»       i(r)

It then follows from (16.7) that P(r, a, cr(r)) >pir) for all large r and so

Pir, a, air)) log r pir) log r
lim inf W;    S      > lim ^ = 5(a) - 7*(.(r), /) - e

7» r—      r(r)

and, e>0 being arbitrary, (17.1)(c) is proved. The inequalities (17.2) are

deduced in precisely the same way from (16.4) and (16.8). The theorem is

therefore proved.

18. Deductions from Theorem III. Three kinds of conclusions may be

drawn from the inequalities of Theorem III, the known results emerging as

special cases.

First, they give upper bounds for the deficiencies A(_) and 5(a) in terms

of the indices of cr(r) and the corresponding valency Pir, a, air)). In particular

if, for a air) of index 7(cr(r), /) =0, the valency P(r, a, air)) =o((P(r)/log r),

or under condition (*) if P(r, a, cr(r)) =o(P(r)), then A(a)=0; and if

lim infr__ Pir, a air)) log r/P(r)=0, or, under condition (*), if lim infr__

Pir, a, cr(r))/P(r) =0, then 5(a) =0. These conditions are satisfied for fixed

a and p so that Corollaries A1 and A3 in the parabolic case are special cases

of our new result.

Secondly, Theorem III gives lower bounds for the indices 7*(cr(r),/) and
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7*(cr(r),/) in terms of the deficiencies A (a) and 5(a) and valency P(r, a, air)).

The results, which are immediate, may be stated as the following corollary.

Corollary 111.1. IfAia) > 0 and if

Pir, a, air)) log r
lim sup- ^ vMa), 0 = v < 1,

r=«o Tir)

or, under condition (*),

t Pir, a, air))
— lim sup- < riAia)
2     r— Tir)

then, by (17.1)(a) and (17.2)(a),

(18.1) I*iair),f)^H-r,)Aia)>0.

Similarly, if 5(a) >0 and

Pir, a, air)) log r
hm sup- g V°ia)

r=«o Tir)

or, under condition (*),

t Pir, a, air))
— lim sup- ^ *?5(a)
2     r=» Tir)

then, by (17.1)(b) and (17.2(b),

(18.2) 7,i>(r),/)fc(l-,)«(a).

Thirdly, Theorem III gives minorizing conditions for P(r, a, cr(r)) in terms

of the deficiencies A (a) and 5(a) and the indices 7*(<r(r),/) and 7*(cr(r),/). We

have immediately:

Corollary III.2 (i). If A(a)>0 a«¿ we choose air)—»0 as r—>oo smc/z

¿Aa¿

I*idr),f) á6A(a), 0 _: 0 < 1,

tóe«, ¿Vy (17.1)(a),

P(r, a, air)) log r
(18.3) lim sup-——— = (i _ 0)A(_) > 0

r=oo T(r)

«'» general; or by (17.2)(a),

ir P(r, a, aM)
(18.31) —lim sup—-— = (1 - ô)A(a) > 0

2     r=«o P(r)

under condition (*).
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(ii)  Similarly, if 5(a) > 0 and we choose air) such that

I*iair), f) = 05(a),

then, by (17.1) (c),

Pir, a, aM) log r
(18.4) lim inf- _: (1 - 0)5(a) > 0

r=- Tir)

in general; or, by (17.2)(c),

ir Pir, a, aM)
(18.41) —lim inf-— ^ (1 - 0)5(a) > 0

2     r=» Tir)

under condition (*).

This corollary is much sharper than Theorem C, which it includes as a

special case. If we put 0 = 0 so that 7(<r(/-), /) =0, we have in general

Pir, a, air)) log r
hm sup-—-= Aia),

7=» Tir)

.   . Pir, a, air)) log r
hm inf- > 5(a)

Tir)

or, under condition (*),

it Pir, a, air))
— lim sup-> A(a),
2     r— H        Tir)

(18.5)
T ..    .  , Pir, a, air))

— hm inf- > 5(a).
2     ,-- Tir)

For a constant air) =a the lower order of Pir, a, air)) as given by the

inequality (18.5) is best possible within a constant factor. This is shown by

the function of Mme. Laurent-Schwartz referred to in §13. The function in

question, defined by

" (1 '+ z/4«\(-2)"

is meromorphic in |z|<oo, of order 1/2, and has 5(0) =5(oo) >0, while

neither 0 nor oo is an asymptotic value. Moreover, since |/(z) | = 1 on the

imaginary axis we have case (7) of §15 and condition (*) is satisfied for a = 0

or 00 and <r<l. It is easily shown from the calculations of Mme. Laurent-

Schwartz (19) that for a fixed cr<l and all values of r

(19) Laurent-Schwartz [2]. A sketch of the proof, using the notation of the note cited,

is added for completeness.

There is a family of closed curves 7,, tending uniformly to infinity on which |/(z) | = 1 +0(1).
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M.   _% -P(^,0, er) P(r,   00, cr)
(18.6) -=-< k < oo

P(r) 2»

which proves our assertion. We conclude that under condition (*) Theorem

III gives results which are substantially best possible.

19. Remark on a theorem of Macintyre. There is a suggestive analogy

between Corollary III.2 (ii) and a theorem proved by Macintyre(20) in con-

nection with J. M. Whittaker's concept of flat regions. The theorem in

question is restricted to the parabolic case and finite order. It may be stated

as follows.

Suppose that /(z), meromorphic in \ z \ < oo, is of finite order p > 0 and let

p'çtp be such that

Thenifôia) >0 and

m ' •(£-;)•

I*iair),f) < 1/e

there is a sequence of points £„, where limM__ | f„| = oo, such that the circles Cß

defined by

| a — & | < r„,    where    lim r,, | £„ |-1+"'/2 = 0O)
M=°o

are all contained in domains G(| £„|, a, <r(| £„| )).

Here we have a minorizing condition not, like (18.4) and (18.41), on the

maximum valency of/(z) in the domains G(r, a, air)) for all large r but on the

maximum dimensions of these domains for some large r.

20. The hyperbolic case P< oo. We shall as usual take P = l. To obtain

significant results from Theorem II we must confine ourselves to functions

/(z) meromorphic in |z| <1 for which TM is unbounded. For any function

Hence, if we put <r(r) =<r<l, every G(r, 0, cr) lies between successive curves 7„ and 7„+i so that

P(r, 0, cr) is finite. Now 7„+i is the magnification of y„ by the factor 4 and it follows from

symmetry considerations that the G(r, 0, cr) and the G(r, ~ , <r) are simply-connected. P{r, 0, a)

is the number of zeros in G(r, 0, <r). These zeros are concentrated at a point +4A" and the

corresponding P(r, 0, <r) =2A". Now G(r, 0, <r) lies wholly within a circle \z\ <kr, where k is a

constant, and so P{r, 0, a) < (ifer)1'2; or, writing r=4V, where l_p<4, P{r, 0, a)<2"{kp)ll*.

It is shown in the note cited that N{r, 0)=N(r, °o) =2"+1(l — o(l) log 4p and hence

P(r, 0, o-)/^)-) <P(r, 0, <r)/iV(r, 0) < (kp)1'*)/2(\ -oil) log 4p< -. The same argument applies

to P(r, oo, cr) ; and so (18.6) is proved.

It will be noted that/(z) is a function for which _(a, cr) and Gc(a, I/o-) both have «asa limit

point. We may also note that an integral function of order less than 1/2 has » as a limit point

of @(a, cr) for all finite a and a.

20 Macintyre [l, p. 273, Theorem 2].
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of this class the set of exceptional values a for which A (a) >0 does not con-

tain a continuum(21). Hence, since by hypothesis air) > 0 for all r < 1, there is

always at least one domain Uia, air)) in the hyperbolic surface S.

Iversen's Lemma is no longer applicable so that the set P(a, air), p{r))

cannot be replaced in Theorem II by Via, air), pir)) as was done in the

parabolic case. We have to work with the sets E and CE. Subject to this,

four corollaries to Theorem II for the hyperbolic case follow just as in §16

for the parabolic case. The hypothesis common to all of them is that/(z) is

meromorphic in \z\ <1, Tir) is unbounded, a{r) is either a positive constant

or a positive function tending monotonically to zero as r—*l, 0_=p(r) < », and a

is any complex number not excluding infinity.

Corollary II. 2.1. If for a given air) and Pir), r = l is not a limit point of

CEia, air), p{r)) ithat is, if air) is a closed level relative to /(z) and a with

Pir, a, cr(r))_¡£(r) for all sufficiently large r <1), then in general

(a)    Ma) Ú rlim sup^- + 7*(<r(r), /),
r-i     Tir)

(20.1) (b)     5(a) ^xlim sup^~ + hiair), }),
r-i     Tir)

(c)     5(a) g * hm inf ^-\ + 7*(<r(r), /)
r-i     Tir)

or, under condition (*),

(a)    Ma) = ^lim sup|^- + 7*(cr(f), /),
z     r_j    7 (r)

(20.2) (b)     5(a) = 4lim sup-^f- + 7,(.(r), /),
2     r=i    Tir)

(c)     5(a) = 4 lim inf ItT + J*Mr)' &
2     r-i     Tir)

Corollary II. 2.2. If for a given air) and pir) any of the inequalities

(a)    Ma) > wtim sup^- + 7*(<r(r), /),
r-i     Tir)

(20.3) (b)    5(a) > «-lim sup^- + 7*(<r(r), /),
r=i     Tir)

(c)     5(a) > t lim inf |£1 + 7*(<r(r), /)
r-l      r(r)

aF.M. p. 155.
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in the general case or, under condition (*), a«;y of the inequalities

(a)    Ma) > ^ lim sup|^- + 7*(cr(r), /),
2      r=i     Tir)

(20.4) (b)     5(a) > -£-___ sup|^- + 7*(<r(r), /),
2     r=i     Tir)

(c)     5(a) > 4 hm inf ^- + 7*(<r(r), /)
2      r=i     T(r)

is satisfied, then r = l «a /¿«n¿ point of CEia, air), pir)).

Corollary II. 2.3. If, for a given air) and pir), r = l is a limit point of

Eia, air), pir)), then in general

(20.5) 5(a) = rlim sup^- + 7*(<r(r),/)
,=i     Tir)

or, under condition (*),

(20.6) 5(a) = -^ lim sup |-^- + 7*(er(r),/).
2      r=i     Tir)

Corollary II. 2.4. If, for any given air) and pir), the inequality

(20.7) 5(a) > xlim sup|^ + 7*(<r(r),/)
r=i     Tir)

in the general case or, under condition (*), the inequality

(20.8) 5(a) > -Ihm sup 1^- + 7*(<r(r),/)
2     r=i     Tir)

is satisfied, then r = l is not a limit point of Eia, air), Pir)).

We may note in connection with Corollary II. 2.3 that Valiron [2] gives

an example of a function regular in |z| <1 and of infinite order for which

(Eia, a) has r = l as a limit point for all finite a and a.

21. Analogue of Theorem III in the hyperbolic case. Since we have no

theorem for the hyperbolic case corresponding to Iversen's Lemma we can-

not extend Theorem III to this case. But we shall prove the following

analogous theorem.

Theorem IV. Suppose that /(z) is meromorphic in \z\ <1, P(r) is un-

bounded, air) is a nonincreasing function of r ira 0 _= r < 1, and a is any complex

number. Then either

ii) r = l is not a limit point of C&ia, air)) and the three inequalities
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Pir, a, aM)
(a)    Ma) _. k lim sup —-—— + 7*(cr(r), /),

r=i Tir)

Pir, a, aM)
(21.1) (b)     5(a) = * lim sup —-_Iii + 7,(_(r),.f),

r-i Tir)

Pir, a, air))
(c)     5(a) ^ k lim inf ____________ + 7*(<r(r), /)

,-i Tir)

are satisfied, or

(ii) r = l is a limit point of both _(a, air)) and C&ia, air)) and the in-

equality

Pir', a, air'))
5(a) = k lim inf ____________ + 7*(<r(r), /)   [/ G -(a, air)) j

r'=l P(r')

Pir, a, aM)
= Him sup        '   ' + 7*(o-(r), /)

r=i Tir)

is satisfied, or

(iii) r = l is not a limit point of _(a, air)), where in general k=ir, but under

condition (*) k=ir/2.

The method of proof is that of Theorem III. (21.1)(a) and (b) are deduced

from Corollary II. 2.2. To prove (21.1) (a) we may assume 0_? I*(cr(r),/) <A(a)

and, as in §17, put

* Km ̂ ~ - Aia) - I*iair), f) - c-,
r=i Tir)

where e>0 is arbitrarily small. Then, by (20.3)(a) and (20.4)(a), r = l is a

limit point of CEia, air), _>(r)). By hypothesis r=l is not a limit point of

C&ia, air)) and it follows that, for r"'ECEia, air), pir)) and sufficiently near

to r = l,

Pir", a, air")) > pir").

For otherwise there must be at least one unbounded domain Gir", a, air")).

Hence

Pir, a, air)) Pir", a, air"))
k hm sup-_: k hm sup-

,«i Tir) r"=i Tir")

= k lim U+. = Aia) - I*iair), f) - _
r-i  Tir)

and, since e>0 is arbitrary, (21.1)(a) follows.

To prove (21.1)(b) we merely repeat the argument with
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Oí. hidr),f) <5(a)

and

pir)
k lim "^TT = 5ia^ ~ I*iffir)' f) - e-

r=i Tir)

To prove (21.1)(c) we use Corollary II. 2.4. Assume

0 = I*iair),f) <«(_)

and put

(21.2) k Km|^- - 5(a) - I*iair), f) - t.
r-i 7»

Then, for all sufficiently large r<l, it follows from (20.7) and (20.8) that

Pir, a, air)) >pir) since by hypothesis rE -(a, air)). Hence

Pir, a, aM) pir)
k lim inf -A________ > k lim £___. = j(fl) _ I*iair), f) - e

r=i Tir) r-i Tir)

and this proves (21.1 ) (c).

To prove (ii) we observe that in the product set @(a, cr(r))XCP(a, cr(r),

pir)) we have Pir, a, air)) >p{r) and that under the condition (21.2), r = 1 is

not a limit point of £(a, cr(r), pir)). Therefore all the points of _(a, air))

sufficiently near to r=l are points of the product set.

22. Deductions from Theorem IV. The formal pattern is that of §18.

First, if for a cr(r) of index zero r = 1 is not a limit point of C^S-ia, air)) and if

Pir, a, cr(r))=_(_ f»), then A(a)=0; while if

Pir, a, air))
van inf-= 0,

Tir)

then 5(a) =0. This generalizes Corollaries A.l and A.3. Proceeding further,

the following two corollaries, which are immediate deductions from Theorem

IV, are the hyperbolic analogues of Corollaries 111.1 and 111.2.

Corollary I V.l. Suppose that /(z) is meromorphic in \z\ <1 and that

Aia) >0. Then if for a given air)

Pir, a, air))
k lim sup-= r/A(a), 0 _[ 17 < 1,

i~-_ 7»

and r = 1 is not a limit point of Cdia, air)), we have

r*i*(r),f)Z il -v)Ma).

Similarly, if 5(a) >0 and if
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Pir, a, aM)
¿lim sup-_ »/5(a)

r-i Tir)

and r = l is not a limit point of _"<_(_, air)), we have 7*(cr(r), /) — (1 — ??)5(a);

or under the weaker condition that r = l is a limit point of ©(a, cr(r)) we have

I*iair),f) = (_-,)*(_).

Corollary IV.2. Suppose that /"(z) is meromorphic in \z\ <1 and that

A(a)>0. Then for a air) such that

T*iair),f)£0Aia), 0 = 6 < 1,

and r=lis not a limit point of C&ia, air)), we have

Pir, a, air))
„lim sup—-— ä (1 - Ö)A(a).

r-i Tir)

Similarly, if 5(a) >0 and air) is such that

I*iair),f) g 65(a)

and r=l is not a limit point of C_(a, cr(r)), we have

Pir, a, aM)
k lim inf —-— ^ (1 - _)5(a);

r=i Tir)

or under the weaker condition that r = l is a limit point of _(a, air)) we have

Pir, a, aM) Pir', a, air'))
¿lim sup > k lim inf —^—— > (1 _ e)5(a)

r=i *        Tir) r>=i Tir')

where r'E&ia, air)).

In both of these corollaries in general k =ir, but k=ir/2 if condition (*) is

satisfied.

Corollary IV.2 stands in the same relation to Theorem B', which it con-

tains as a special case, as does Corollary III.2. to Theorem C.

The condition that r = 1 is not a limit point of CQïia, air)) is satisfied in

known examples. A case in point has been discussed by Valiron [2], pursuing

an idea of Fatou. Koenigs' function 7_(z) is regular and of finite order in

|z| <1 and, given an arbitrarily large a, all the G(l/7i, a) are bounded so

that C_(0, a) = CS(l/7_, a) is void. It follows that for any nonincreasing cr(r)

and any finite a the set COiia, air)) is void. It can also be shown that

Pir, 1/ K, a) = 1 ior ria) <r <1 from which it follows that A (a) =0 for all finite

a. Analogous examples have been discussed by Lusin and Privaloff [l]. None

of these examples, however, enables us to test the exactness of the inequalities

(21.1).
An example of the opposite kind where the condition that r = l is not a
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limit point of _(a, air)) is evidently furnished by any function having a as

an asymptotic value provided that <r(r) is not a function that tends too

rapidly to zero. Thus oo is an asymptotic value of K(z) and r = 1 is not a limit

point of S(°o, a) = Qj(7_, a) for any fixed a; and this remains true if a is re-

placed by a cr(r)—>0 sufficiently slowly as r—*l, Another obvious example is

furnished by the modular function which has one of the radial limits 0, 1, or

oo at each one of the enumerable set of vertices of the modular figure. For the

condition to be satisfied for a cr(r)—>0 it is not, of course, necessary that a

should be an asymptotic value; it is plainly sufficient for a to be a limit of

asymptotic values, and again we can make no assertion as to necessity.

IV. Proof of Theorem II

23. Two lemmas of Selberg. The proof of Theorem II turns upon two

important lemmas recently proved by Selberg. The first of these is:

Lemma 1 (22). Let G be a finite schlicht domain in the z-plane bounded by a

finite number of analytic arcs and let Q be the open set of points of \z\ = r which

are internal points of G. Suppose further that G is such that Q consists of a

finite number of distinct arcs whose total length is dr. zo is an internal point of G

and giz, G, zo) is the Green's function for G having its pole at za. Then

(23.1) f g(re¡*, G, z0)-c6 g ir2 tan
J o

We also require the following additional inequality. Suppose that z = 0 is

neither an internal point nor a frontier point of G and let ri be the shortest

distance from z = 0 to the frontier of G. Then G is contained in the domain

outside the circle |z| =ri so that

giz, G, zo) = log
ri — zzo

ri(z — zo)

For the right-hand member is the Green's function for the domain outside

|z| =ri and having zo as pole. Now

/.

2r

log

2 i¿
ri — re  z0

riire1* - z0)

r
d(p ̂  2ir log+ —

ri

and so

(23.2) f gire1*, G, z0)¿<6 ̂ 2w log+ —
J Q Ti

which is the inequality required.

P) Selberg [5, p. 311, Satz l].
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Now instead of the circumference | z| =r consider a straight line intersect-

ing G. Without loss of generality we may assume this line to be the real

axis. Let the finite set 77 of its segments interior to G be of total length L.

The second of Selberg's lemmas that we require is:

Lemma 2(23). G is a schlicht domain in the plane of z = x+iy bounded by a

finite number of analytic arcs, zo is an internal point of G and giz, G, zo) the cor-

responding Green's function with its pole at Zo- If the set H of segments of the

axis of x contained in G is of total length L, then

(23.3) f giz, G, zo)dx g — L.
J h 2

This result sharpens and generalizes that proved by Teichmüller under

the restriction that G is simply-connected and giving a less favorable coeffi-

cient of L.

24. Proof of inequalities (15.1) and (15.2). We are now in a position to

prove Theorem II. The proof falls into two parts. In this section we prove

(15.1) and (15.2) by Selberg's method, using Lemma 1 and (23.2); and in

§25 we proved (15.3) by Teichmiiller's method, using Lemma 2.

In proving Theorem II there is evidently no restriction in taking a= oo,

for we have only to make the transformation Wi= l/(„ — a) and observe that

mir, wi) = mir, a),

Nir, wi) = Nir, a),

Tir, vu) = Tir, w) + Oil).

Our hypothesis then is that R=& is a limit point of the set P = £(oo, air),

Pir)) where air) and p{r) satisfy the conditions of the theorem. For a given

rEE consider the domains G„(r) =G„(r, oo, cr(r)), v = \ir). By hypothesis, each

of the domains G„(r) is "bounded" and contains at most pir) poles of/(z),

while on the boundary of G„(r)

|/(«)| -1/Vd).

Hence in each of the domains G,(r), where y^X(r), log |<r(r)/(z)| can be

represented as the sum of not more than pir) Green's functions for Gr{r)

having the poles of /(z) in this domain as poles of the Green's functions.

Now denote by Qr the arcs of | z| = r interior to G,ir) and let their total length

be 6,r. Then we may apply Lemma 1 to G„(r) and obtain

(24.1) |    log I aMfire1*) \ d<j> g pir)ir2 tan—
Jq, 4

(M) Selberg [6, p. 330].
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by (23.1).
We may evidently put 6i = d2^ ■ • ■ =_0m>-) and, since the Qr do not over-

lap, it follows that 0„_jx for v = 2, 3, • • • , X(r) and  22^-2 0v<2ir. Hence

X(r)     - X(r) Q \'r)

(24.2) J2 I    log | air)fire*) \ d<p á pir)v222 tan — = Pir)*22 e- < 2„2/>(r).
»=2 •/ Q, 1—2 4 v=2

We now have to deal with Gi(r). For this we rely upon (23.2). Take first

the case P= oo. Then there is an r2 such that for all rEE and greater than r2

the domain Gi(r, oo, air)) lies outside the circle |z| =1. For, given ri^l and

belonging to E, the G^r, oo, cr(ri)), where /__=X(ri), are bounded and there-

fore contained in a circle |z| <r2. Now, for r2<rEE, air) _j<r(ri) and so the

G,ir, oo, cr(r)), where v—\ir), are contained in domains Gir, oo, cr(ri)) which

may or may not be bounded but none of which intercepts |z| =rx since none

of them can be a G„(ri, oo, cr(ri)). Hence all the G„(r, oo, air)), v = 1, 2, • • • ,

X(r), lie outside |z| =ri_l and so, applying (23.2) to Gi(r, oo, air)), we have

(24.3) f   log | air)fire**) | d<p g 2vpM log — _ 2x/>(r) log r.
Jqi rx

Now by (24.2) and (24.3)

i r2* i
mir, °°) _ — I      log+ | ai^fire1*) \ d<j> + log

2irJ o air)

)

i \£ r i i
= — 22 I    log | air)fire») \ d<j> + log+ —

2x _i Jq^ <r(r

1
g (x + log r)pir) + log+—- •

<r(r)

Hence for any value a and rEEia, air), pir)) satisfying r>r2

(24.4) mir, a) < (x + log r)pir) + log+ (l/cr(r))

and, since mir, a) =0(1) for r_=r2, (15.1) is proved.

In the case R < oo the argument is similar. Given an arbitrarily small

positive e we choose r_ = ri(e)G7_ satisfying P/(l+e) =_ri<P. By hypothesis

the domains Gw(rx, œ, cr(ri)), where /¿_=X(ri), are contained in |z| <r2<P.

Now, for r2<r<R, rEE, we have air) —air{) and so the G„(cr, oo, air)),

v=\ir), are contained in domains G(r, oo, cr(ri)), none of which intercepts

|z| =ri. Hence

r r R
(24.5)       I    log | cr(r)/(re;*) | ¿0 g 2irpir) log — < 2x/>(r) log — < 2vepir).

Jo, rx ri

r

' Q¡ rx

Combining (24.5) with (24.2) we have
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(24.6) mir, oo) < (x + e)pir) + log+ (l/«r(r)).

The same inequality holds for mir, a) and, since e is arbitrary and m(r, a)

= 0(1) for r = r2, (15.2) is proved.

25. Proof of (15.3). As stated in §15 we shall prove that (15.3) is satis-

fied for R= oo and all rEE under condition (**). Theorem II then follows a

fortiori.

Suppose then that condition (**) is satisfied for a= oo. As we saw in§24,

given ri<R, we can find r2, where ri<r2<P, such that for r2<rEE the

domains G„(r)=G„(r, oo, air)) all lie outside |s| =rx. We may choose rt>B

and rs>A. Then all the G„(r), if any exist for this value of r, lie outside| z| =B

and none of them contains a closed curve enclosing this circumference. Hence

none of them contains a closed curve enclosing the origin z = 0 which there-

fore lies in an "unbounded" domain Dr excluded from all the G„(r). The origin

can therefore be joined to a point of | z| =R or to z= oo, as the case may be,

by a continuous curve y contained in Dr. Moreover, the domains G,ir) all lie

outside the circle |z| =n and inside a circle |z| = r'<P_= oo and we may

certainly assume that y has only one point on each of these circles. Denote

by yiri, r') the arc of y in the annulus ri< |z| <r' which, as we have seen,

contains the domains G„(r).

The transformation

f = log z = log r + up

maps the annulus ri<|z| <r', cut along 7(^1, r'),upon a strip-like domain

S(fii r') bounded by two transforms of 7(71, r'), corresponding points of which

are separated by a distance 2x, and by segments of SRf = log r and 3îf = log r'

each of length 2x. Every G„(r) is transformed into a finite closed domain

P„(log r) contained in Ef/i, r'), and the circumference |z| =r which inter-

cepts all the G„(r) is transformed into a cross-cut of Sfa, r') parallel to the

có-axis and of length 2x. The arcs Q, transform into nonoverlapping segments

of this cross-cut whose total length we denote by L,. Plainly 22*-\ E < 2x.

The Green's function giz, G„ zm) transforms into g(f, P», fm), where zm

denotes a pole of/(z) in G,(r) and fm is its transform in P,(log r).

As before, for z in Gvir) we can express log | air)fiz) | as a sum of Green's

functions and we have

f     log+ I air)fire**) | d(¡> = ¿   f   log | cr(r)/(re<*) | d(b
Jo v-iJ Q,

X(r)

= 22
¡«i

X X(r)

= V p{r) 22L,< T*pir)
1 »_i

/_'
_(r, 7",, _■»)</*
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by Lemma 2 since the number of poles in each G„(r) does not exceed pir).

Hence

x 1
mir, oo) < —pir) + log+ ——

2 air)

provided that A <r2<rEE. The same inequality holds for mir, a) with A <r2

<rEEia, air), pir)) and, since mir, a) =0(1) for r — T2, (15.3) is proved.

This completes the proof of Theorem II.
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